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Exultate Deo
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina
(CA. 1525-1594)
SAATB, a capella

Composer:
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (CA. 1525-1594) was an Italian Renaissance composer,
likely born in the region of Palestrina, Italy. 1 After receiving his musical training at S lvfaria
Maggiore in Rome, he served as a singer in the Capella Giulia (the Vatican chapel for the
training of Italian musicians) beginning in 1551. Later, in 1555 he was a singer in the Cappel/a
Sistina (the papal chapel), but was dismissed by pope Paul IV due to his marital status.2 The
remainder of Palestrina's life and career was spent as the maestro di capella in some of Rome's
most influential and prestigious chapels, including S Maria lvfaggiore and Capella Giulia.

3

According to Dennis Shrock, Palestrina is arguably one of the most influential composers
of the 16th century. 4 His compositions are prolific and include 104 masses, 529 motets, 35
5

Magnificats, 11 Litanies, four sets of Lamentations, and 140 madrigals. Palestrina's influence
on sacred music was immense due to his presence in the leading music institutions of Rome.
Also, he served on the Council of Trent, the Catholic Church's response to the Protestant
6

Reformation, as the main figurehead and musical leader of the Counter-Reformation. At this
time in Western music history, the Catholic church was concerned that music was 'impure' and

1

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 61.
Ibid, 62
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid.
6
Ibid.
2

3

obscuring sacred texts. 7 Palestrina presented Pope Marcellus, a mass bearing his name Missa

Papae Marcelli, that showed that it was possible for the text to be unobscured by the music by
following strict compositional practices. 8 As a result, Palestrina is commonly referred to as the
'savior' of Catholic church music. 9

Composition:
Exultate Deo is one of Palestrina's 529 extant motets. In general, these compositions are
the epitome of imitative polyphony, with balanced melodic shapes, carefully prepared and
resolved dissonances, and structural symmetry. 10 Unlike motets and madrigals of later
composers, Palestrina's motets do not alternate phrases of imitative polyphony with phrases of
homophony. Instead, Palestrina's motets are modeled on the 'point-of-imitation style' of Adrian
Willaert and the Franco-Flemish composers. 11 In this style, melodies possess wide melodic leaps
that are immediately followed by stepwise movement in the opposite direction.

12

Exultate Deo is written for SAATB chorus and contains points of imitation with each
new statement of text. A point of imitation is when one voice begins a statement of melody and
then is followed immediately by free or strict imitations in other voices. Most of the points of
imitation in Exultate Dea overlap with the previous section, except for the section beginning
with Buccinate (blow), which begins fairly cleanly. This section stands out from the rest with its
distinctive imitation of a trumpet playing successive eighth note passages.

7

Peter Gutmam1, "Missa Papae Marcelli," Classical Notes,
http://classicalnotes.net (accessed March 24, 2017).
8
Ibid.
9

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 62.
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11
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Technical Consideration:

A successful performance of Exultate Deo demands the absolute confidence of each
voice part in the execution of their line. There are no homophonic sections; therefore, each part
must be rhythmically independent. Singers should practice their parts individually or in sectional
rehearsals before bringing this piece together as a full ensemble. The first time this is sung as a
full group, it may be helpful to treat the motet as if the meter were in common time, rather than
cut time. As singers become more confident in their part and how it relates to the piece as a
whole, they can begin to increase the tempo and eventually 'feel' the piece in two rather than
four.
Another technical consideration is the proper performance practice of repeated pitches
that are sung on the same vowel. The first instance of this occurs on the word nostro (our) in
measure 5 of the soprano line. In this measure, A4 is repeated on an "o" vowel; and should be
separated by a slight lift or break between the two A's.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:

The text of Exultate Deo dictates the shaping of each phrase. Each phrase will reach its
peak on the most important word in the phrase. For example, the first phrase reaches its peak
fittingly on the word Deo (God) and then immediately releases in tension and intensity. This
emphasis occurs within each strict imitation of the phrase, lending a sense of unity to the piece.
When all five parts are singing at different points within the imitated phrase, it is crucial that the
initial words of the imitative phrase receive emphases, as well as other key words of importance.
This will help with the audience's ability to hear the different points-of-imitation.

5

In terms of dynamic shaping of phrases, directors should instruct singers to use the shape
of their line as a guide for their dynamic structure, As a line rises, so too should the dynamic.
Likewise, as a line descends the dynamic should also decrease.
Within the Buccinate section beginning in measure 42, singers should be aware that they
are imitating a group of blaring trumpets. The extended eighth note passages used with the
word tuba (trumpet) is another instance of Palestrina imitating trumpets. It is as if Palestrina
were recreating the sounds of antiphonal brass and how those sounds would have reverberated
throughout a chapel.
Form and Structure:
The form of Exultate Dea is ABC.
Text and Translation:
The text of this motet is Biblical and is based on the first three verses of Psalm 81.
Exsultate Deo adjutori nostro;
jubilate Deo Jacob.
Sumite psalmum, et date tympanum;
psalterium jucundum cum cithara.
Buccinate in neomenia tuba,
in insigni die solemnitatis vestrre.

Sing aloud unto God our strenghth
Make ajoyfol noise unto the God of Jacob.
Take up a psalm, and bring the timbrel;
The pleasant harp with the psaltery.
Blow up the trumpet in the new moon,
In the time appointed, on our solemn feast day.

Jene l'ose dire
Pierre Certon
(CA. 1510- 1572)
SATB a capella
Composer:
Pien-e Certon (CA 1510-1572) was a French Renaissance composer. He served as a clerk
at Notre Dame Cathedral, and from 1536 until his death he was maftre des en/ants at Sainte-

6

Chapelle. 13 Additionally, he served as chantre de la chapelle du Roy chapelle du Roy and
compositeur de musique de la chapelle du Roy (singer and composer of the Royal chapel).

14

Certon's compositional output includes eight mass cycles, one Requiem, forty-four
motets, four volumes of spiritual chansons, and one hundred secular chansons. These secular
chansons fall into one of two categories; imitative or homophonic. The homophonic chansons
are in the popular Parisian style of the time. 15
Composition:
Jene l'ose dire, according to Dennis Shrock, is Certon's most famous chanson.

16

A

chanson is the French version of the Italian madrigal. It is a vocal composition that is based on a
secular text. As previously mentioned, Je ne l 'ose dire is written in the homophonic style that
was popular in the Parisian chansons of the day .17 The text of the chanson describes people
gossiping about a man in their village and how he should be jealous and suspicious of his wife.
Certon artfully and comically sets the text so that audiences are witnesses to the gossiping. One
can almost imagine that they are in a town and hearing people whispering about someone.
However, the subject of conversation is quickly changed when someone draws too close to them.
Technical Consideration:

Rhythmic synchrony is essential to this chanson due to the rapid passing of text between
the women's voice parts are the men's (SA and TB). Begilllling in measure one, the sopranos
and altos partially state the opening phrase "je ne l 'ose dire" (I do not dare say it). The first two
words, Je ne, are set to eighth notes and alternate between SA and TB on the beat. This

13

14

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 41.

Ibid.
Ibid.
16
Ibid, 42.
17
Ibid.
15
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repetition of text is imitating a group of gossipmongers in a village (je ne, je ne, je ne, je ne ...).
To practice this, it may be helpful for all voice parts to first learn the rhythm of the soprano part.
From there, the choir should divide into SA and TB and practice speaking their rhythms as they
are written in their pmts. Isolating the "je ne" section with multiple spoken repetitions would be
worthwhile. After choirs can accurately speak the text in synchrony, they can then focus on
singing it.
Besides rhythmic synchrony, another focus should be accuracy of diction. Review of
basic French pronunciation is a must. Some fundamental highlights would be the treatment of
vowels; sing all e's as a schwa, all a's should be tall and sung as "AH", and all i's should be a
long "e" sound. Another focal point should be elisions between words such as "un" (a) and

"homme" (man). This should sound like "aw-nome" if written phonetically in English. Another
elision occurs between "mais" (but) and "ii" (he). This should sound like "may-zeal."
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:
In order for this chanson to have the feel of bickering gossips, it is essential that the text
be executed in a staccato style (short and separated). The opening "la's" should be delicately
staccato, with deliberate "space" in between each note. The buoyancy of the "la's" should then
be sustained throughout the chanson, as well as a constant sense of fluidity and momentum.
It is within the verses where the story of the chanson is told. Therefore, the importance
of textual emphasis is elevated within those sections. Within the first verse, the following words
should receive emphasis through a slight crescendo: "ville" (village), "qui" (who), "jaloux"
(jealous), "mais" (but), and "cocu" (cockold). These words dictate the dynamic shaping of the
musical phrases; directors should indicate a crescendo when approaching a word of emphasis,
followed by a decrescendo as the phrase momentarily relaxes in its tension.

8

Form and Structure:

The form of Je ne l 'ose dire is strophic. ABABA.
Text and Translation:

La, la, la, je ne l'ose dire,
La, la, la, je le vous dirai!

La, la, la, do not dare I say it,
La, la, la, I will tell you now!

Il est un homme en nos villes
Qui de sa femme est jaloux.
II n'est pas jaloux sans cause,
Mais ii est cocu du tout!

There's a man who lives in om village
He's jealous of his wife.
He is not jealous without reason,
For he's not a handsome man!

II bianco e dolce cigno
Jacques Arcadelt
(CA. 1505-1568)
SATB a capella
Composer:

Jacques Arcadelt (CA. 1505-1568) was presumably a French born Franco-Flemish
composer. There is ambiguity about Arcadelt's origins; little is known about his early life. 18
What is known, is that in the 1520's Arcadelt moved to Florence where he composed madrigals
for the Medici court. He worked for Alessandro de'Medici until 1537 when Arcadelt moved to
Rome after Medici's murder. 19 While in Rome, Arcadelt served as a singer in the papal chapel.
Later, in 1551 Arcadelt returned to France where he served as a composer for numerous French
kings, including Charles IX. 20

In his lifetime, Arcadelt composed many choral compositions. These include but are not
limited to three masses, one magnificat, twenty four motets, one hundred twenty five secular

18

Grove Music Online, s.v. "Arcadelt, Jacques," (by James Haar)
http://grovemusic.com (accessed March 12, 2017)
19
Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 55.
20
Ibid.

9

chansons, and about 250 madrigals. 21 Arcadelt's madrigals are atypical of the early Italian
madrigal style; containing alternating phrases of imitative polyphony and homophony, as well as
syllabic settings of text. As a result, Arcadelt is largely considered an Italian composer despite
his presumed French origins. 22
Corn position:

II bianco e dolce cigno was published in 1539 as part of Arcadelt's II primo libro de'
madrigali. In the opinion of Dennis Shrock, author of Choral Repertoire, II bianco e dolce cingo
is the most popular madrigal of the sixteenth century. 23 Unlike a motet, which is generally more
serious and based on biblical text, a madrigal is a secular piece that is lighter in subject matter
and often humorous. II bianco e dolce cigno characterizes the early Italian madrigal style with its
alternating phrases of imitative polyphony and homophony. The first and third phrases of the
text are homophonic and speech-like in the setting of the text. In contrast, the second and final
phrases are set as imitative polyphony and help to build the overall intensity of the piece.

24

Technical Consideration:
This madrigal is fairly accessible; making it approachable by many high school choirs.
In general, voices should sing with a clear and unforced sonnd. Vibrato should be light and
unobtrusive to the texture. Rhythmic accuracy is critical, as there are multiple instances of
syncopation and dotted rhythms throughout the madrigal. Singing while lightly tapping the
micro beat would be a helpful rehearsal strategy for rhythmic accuracy. Each voice part must be
secure in its rhythmic independence in order for the madrigal to be performed successfully.

21
22
23
24

Ibid, 56.
Ibid, 55.
Ibid, 56.
Ibid.
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Lastly, accuracy ofltalian diction is likely to be a challenging aspect of this piece.
Unification and coloring of vowels must be rehearsed, as well as the rhythmic placement of
elisions. A simple way to accomplish this would be to work extensively with sound production
and blend during the warm-up portion of a rehearsal; followed by speaking the text in rhythm.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:

The overall feel of this madrigal should be buoyant and legato with an ongoing sense of
momentum to the melodic line. The homophonic sections (phrases one and three) should be sung
with impeccable intonation and blend. Phrases should be sung with a regular rise and fall of
dynamics through crescendo and decrescendo. The first plu-ase contains two peaks; cigno
(swan) and more (dies). Both of these words should be approached with a crescendo and then an
immediate taper in dynamic on the beat following the syllabic emphasis. In measure 6 the word
piangendo (weeping) receives emphasis on beat two with a half note; stressing the weak beat of
the measure. This is an instance of Arcadelt using text painting to draw attention to the meaning
of the text. Directors should instruct choirs to lean into this second syllable though a crescendo.
Another stylistic consideration based on historical performance practice is to lightly
separate repeated pitches on a sustained vowel. One such instance occurs in measure 22 in the
Soprano part with repeated B4's on the word beato (blessed.)
Lastly, Arcadelt uses text painting beginning in measure 34 with the phrase "di mille
mort'il di sarei contento" (I would be content to die a thousand deaths a day.) Beginning with
the altos, Arcadelt sets the text imitatively amongst all of the other voice parts. This creates a
cascading effect that highlights the poet's wish to die a thousand deaths a day.
Form and Structure:

11

The form of I! bianco e dolce cigno is based on four phrases of the text. The phrases
alternate between homophony and imitative polyphony.

mm. 1-15
mm. 15-24
mm. 24-34
mm. 34-46

Phrase 1
Phrase 2
Phrase 3
Phrase 4

Homophony
Imitative Polyphony
Homophony
Imitative Polyphony

Text and Translation:

The text of this madrigal is an original poem by Italian poet and Bishop ofFossombrone,
Giovanni Guidiccioni (1500-1541 ). In the poem, the "death" of the swan serves as a metaphor
for sexual climax.

II bianco e dolce cigno
cantando more, ed io
piangendo giung' al fin de! viver mio.
Stran' e diversa smie,
ch'ei more sconsolato
ed io moro beato.
Morte che nel morire
m'empie di gioia tutto e di desire.
Se nel morir, altro dolor non sento,
di mille mort' ii di sarei contento.

The white and sweet swan
dies singing, and I,
Weeping, reach the end of my life.
Strange and different fate,
that he dies disconsolate
And I die a blessed death,
which in dying fills me
Full of joy and desire.
If in dying, were I to feel no other pain,
I would be content to die a thousand deaths a day.

Cantate Domino
Claudio Monteverdi
(1567-1643)

SSATTBB, a capella
Composer:

Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) was a prolific Italian Renaissance composer born near
Cremona Italy. At an early age he showed advanced capabilities as a viola da braccio player, as
well as a composer. By the age of fifteen he had issued his first book of motets; his first book of

12

madrigals was published in the following year. 25 In all, Monteverdi wrote more than 50 sacred
choral works, 270 madrigals and canzonets, and twenty stage works. 26
One of the most sought-after positions for any composer of this time period was the
appointment of maestro di cappella at St. Mark's Basilica in Venice. Monteverdi was given this
honor in 1613 and was commissioned with writing music for the various liturgical seasons and
occasions. 27 When the notorious plague ravaged Venice in 1630 and left 50,000 people dead,
Monteverdi became withdrawn. Monteverdi entered the priesthood in 1632, likely due to his
realization of the mortality ofhumanity. 28 He spent the remainder of his life composing until his
death in 1643.

Composition:

Cantate Domino was composed around 1615 and appeared as one of four polyphonic
motets in an anthology published by Monteverdi's brother, Giulo Cesare.

29

At its time of

composition the motet was antiquated in style, for it reflected the Renaissance compositions
Monteverdi wrote earlier in his career. It is not in the arioso style that was popular in the early
1600's. Arioso style refers to solo vocal works, such as those found in operas or oratorios that
are similar to, but more melodic than a recitative. Rather, Monteverdi's early compositions are
classified as being of the prima prattica style. This was an earlier Renaissance compositional
style that is summarized as being in the style of Palestrina; dissonances are resolved properly,
there is careful attention given to individual part writing, and a greater importance is placed on
the music rather than on the text. Monteverdi's later compositions are classified under the
25

26

27
28
29

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 191.
lbid, 1
Ibid, 191
Ibid.
Donato Mancini, "Claudio Monteverdi: Cantate Domino Canticum novum," AIIMusic,

http://v.'WW.allmusic.com (accessed Feb. 8, 2017).
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Baroque concept of seconda prattica. Music exemplifying this style is characterized by its
emphasis on text, vocal sonorities, solo vocal melodies and basso continua accompaniments.

30

In summa1y, in the seconda prattica, the music is subservient to the text.

Technical Consideration:

It is assumed that Monteverdi wrote this motet for a smaller, less accomplished ensemble,
because it is easily accessible to most choirs. 31 For example, it does not require the skill of
singers that would have been employed in places such as St. Mark's in Venice. In all, the main
technical considerations for this motet are intonation, vowel unification and coloring, and vocal
flexibility. With the bass entrance in measure 14, one must consider how important the bass I
part is in the overall scheme of the choral texture. This part has many rhythms independent from
the rest of the ensemble, and it would be typical for these independent rhythms to stand out of
the overall texture. Specifically, the eighth notes in the bass I pait in measure 17 should
blossom out of the texture as all other parts sing dotted half notes. Later, in measure 35, the altos
and tenors begin a duet in thirds that demands vocal flexibility tlu·ough the eighth note passages.
This duet is then traded amongst various voice paits. When rehearsing this section, directors
should draw awareness between which voice parts are sharing the duet so that tuning and
rhytlunic synclu·ony are accurate.

Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:
Cantate Domino opens sonorously with a rich homophonic texture. This opening section
should be approached using a full sound, with textual emphasis placed on "Domino". Each
statement of "Cantate, "should be emphasized with a hard [k] sound, and should emphasize the

30
31

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 191.
Donato Mancini, "Claudio Monteverdi: Cantate Domino Canticum novum," AIIMusic,

http://www.allmusic.com (accessed Feb. 8, 2017).
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second syllable, "ta." This will give the phrase forward motion. The text of the first phrase
translates to "Sing to the Lord a new song." Its rising nature is an instance of text painting. The
listener should have a mental image of songs of praise spiraling upwards to Heaven in praise of
God. As each line rises and falls, so too should the dynamics, giving shape to each phrase.
With the meter change to 2/2, there is also a distinct change in mood. Although the
individual rhythmic durations are longer, there should be a sense of anticipation. This is
accomplished through steady growth and building of intensity through sustained pitches and
suspensions. The initial [kw] of "Quia" should be emphasized in each part, followed by a
steady building in dynamic intensity to the second syllable. In measure 35, different voice parts
begin a contrapuntal duet at the third. These repetitions are tonal and not exact. Textual
emphasis is the same as in the beginning of the motet, with "cantate" and "Domino" receiving
emphases. An effort should be made to make the eighth note passages smooth and flexible.
The liveliest section of the motet begins with the text "in cithara, "meaning "with the
harp. "Here, Monteverdi uses a three note motif in imitative polyphony that paints a vivid
picture of the meaning of the text. The listener should be given the impression of many songs of
praise being sung to God and harps being plucked in accompaniment to the voices. As the motet
comes to an end there is a return to the "Quia" text and an overall sense of calm. The piece
comes to a state ofrepose due to a suspension in the alto part that leads into an imperfect
authentic cadence.

Form and Structure:

B

MEASURE
1-26
26-35

C

35-55

D

55-69
70-end

SECTION
A

B'

15

Text and Translation:
The text of this motet is in Latin and comes from Psalm 97 and Psalm 95. It is a general
praise text that is commonly used in sacred choral compositions.

Cantate Domino canticum novum,
Cantate et benedicite nomini eius:
Quia mirabilia fee it.
Cantate et exultate et psalite
In cithara et voce psalmi:
Quia mirabiliafecit.

Sing to the Lord a new song,
Sing and give praise to his name:
For He has done marvelous deeds.
Sing and exult and praise.
In songs with the harp and the voice
For he has done marvelous deeds.

Let Thy Hand be Strengthened
Coro11atio11 Anthem No. 3
George Frideric Handel
(23 February, 1685- 14 April, 1759)

SAATB, 2 oboes, bassoon, strings, continuo (organ)
Composer:
George Frideric Handel (1685-1759) was born in Halle, Germany. Throughout his early
years he studied music theory, organ, harpsichord, and violin. Seeking further opportunities, he
moved to Hamburg at the age of 18 where he eventually became a violinist and harpsichordist in
the opera orchestra. 32 While in Hamburg, Handel gained experience in dramatic vocal
productions, which likely informed the writing of his oratorios later in his career.
By the age of 21, Handel had moved to Italy; it was here that he began to compose
operas, oratorios, cantatas, and motets. These were often commissioned by famous patrons for
the most well-known art venues ofltaly. 33 Eventually, Handel's fame spread and he was
appointed the Kapellmeister to the Elector of Hanover; the future King George I of England.

32

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 326.

33

Ibid.

16
Upon the coronation of King George I, Handel followed him to London and became a British
subject in 1727. 34
Handel enjoyed a life of prosperity due to the success of his numerous compositions.
Throughout his tenure in the King's service, he held multiple positions of prestige. However, in
1751 he began to lose sight in his left eye; this was at the same time that he was composing his
final oratorio, Jeptha. 35 Handel received multiple operations on his eyes, but to no avail. He
eventually lost his sight entirely. In the remaining 8 years of his life he remained musically
active through composing, performing organ recitals, and overseeing revivals of his oratorios. 36
On April 14, 1759, Handel died and was buried in the south transept (Poet's Corner) of
Westminster Abbey on April 20

11

'.3 7

Composition:
Let thy Hand be Strengthened is an anthem written for SAATB chorus and orchestra.
Specific instrumentation includes 2 oboes, bassoon, strings, and continuo (organ). Unlike other
Baroque choral compositions, this anthem is predominantly choral and contains no instances of
instrumental ritornello.

Historical Perspective:
Handel's four coronation anthems were written for the coronation ceremony of King
George I and Caroline in Westminster Abbey on October 11, 1727.

38

These anthems were

Handel's first royal commission as a naturalized British subject. Let thy Hand be Strengthened

34

Ibid.
Ibid, 327.
36
Ibid.
37
Ibid.
38
Ibid, 333.
35

17
was performed during the Enthronization segment of the coronation; the moment in the
coronation ceremony where the new monarch assumes the throne. 39

Technical Consideration:
Rhythmic and tonal accuracy are critical to a successful performance of this anthem.
Directors should spend time within rehearsals to highlight how specific voice parts relate to and
support one another. For example, sopranos should be instructed to find their initial entrance
pitch in measure 27 by listening to the alto D3 and singing up a perfect 4th • This type of
awareness will lend to a more informed performance by the choir.
th

From the choral entrance to measure 37, all voice parts are contrapuntal at the 4

•

The

initial phrase sung by the tenors and basses is unison and contains an ascending octave leap from
D3 to D4 in measure 27. These voice parts should be instructed to sing D4 in tune, and not be
under pitch due to unsupported breath or lack of awareness of vocal placement. Younger choirs,
such as those at the high school level, may struggle with the accuracy of dotted quarter notes.
With each voice pait having its own independent rhythm, confidence in performing dotted
rhythms accurately is essential. Directors would benefit from using warm-ups that emphasize
eighth note subdivisions before tackling this piece in their rehearsal.
In measure 32, the alto Ils have an ascending leap of a major 6t1\ beginning on a 03.
This passage runs a risk of being out of tune, and may also be challenging for younger altos who
do not know how to properly approach their chest voice and then immediately flip out of it when
shifting resonance into their head voice. Exercises involving sirens that pass from the head voice
into the mid voice will aid in this transition.

39

Ibid.

18
Proper approach to diction should be addressed in instances such as in the bass part,
measures 33-35. Here, they are to sing the "alt" of"exalted" over an extended melodic passage.
If the singers approach the "l" sound too quickly, the [a] vowel will sound as ifit is being
"swallowed," and will be difficult to tune and blend. In any instance where a voice part is
sustaining "exalted," the "l" should be postponed until the ending of the word.
From measures 46-56 the sopranos have an active and demanding part that frequently
outlines G major chords using eighth notes. During rehearsal these passages should be rehearsed
slowly. Awareness of solfege may help with pitch accuracy when the tempo is increased.
In measure 56, the key center transitions temporarily through the keys of e minor and D
major, before returning to the initial key of G major. Due to these temporary key changes, there
are multiple accidentals that have the potential to be challenging for younger choirs. For
example, in measure 57 the basses have a C3 sharp which is followed in the next measure by a
C3 natural. If one chooses to treat this section as e minor, then directors should highlight the
difference between the raised 61h scale degree and the lowered 6 th scale degree.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:
Measures 1-24 are strictly devoted to an instrumental introduction that previews the
content of the choral body of the anthem. The initial statement of the text, "Let thy hand be
strengthened," should be sung in a marked way, with crisp precision of text and rhythm.
Emphasizing all beginning and ending consonants will help to accomplish this effect;
specifically, the [I] and [t] of"let." Choirs should refrain from singing a diphthong on "thy."
Instead, singers should approach that word with a tall [a] vowel. American choirs may have
difficulty with the correct execution of the word "strengthened." Singers should be instructed to
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pronounce it as "stren-thened," eliminating the "ng" sound entirely.

40

This pronunciation is

British in origin, and therefore appropriate to this piece.
Throughout the entire contrapuntal A section, each voice part must be aware of its own
importance, or lack-thereof within the choral texture. The level of importance is dictated by the
text being sung at a given time, as well as the rhythm of that text and how it relates to all other
rhythms. In the beginning, each statement of "Let thy," should pop out of the choral texture.
Later, as individual parts sing the word "exalted," all eighth note passages should be emphasized
through use of a crescendo with rising pitches and a decrescendo with descending pitches.
In measure 36 as the A section is coming to its conclusion on a half cadence, it is crucial
that the sopranos and tenors aITive at beat four simultaneously. That moment sets up the
cohesive nature of the homophonic B section. In measures 40-41 and again in 68-69, the
homophonic half notes should each receive a marked emphasis in their attack, accompanied by a
crescendo to build intensity.
Finally, in measures 73 and 74, Handel concludes the choral portion of the anthem with
an imperfect authentic cadence. The tenors part receives the greatest important in this cadence,
for they possess the most rhythmically active pai1, as well as the final moving pitch before the
sounding of the tonic chord. While the alto's movement from ti to do is a stronger pull aurally,
the tenor movement grabs the listener's attention as a last second passing tone offa resolving to

mi.
Form and Structure:
SECTION
Introduction
40

MEASURE
1-24

EVENT AND SCORING
G Major

Merriam-Webster, "strengthened,"
http://www.meITiam-webster.com (accessed March 26, 2017).
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25-37
37-45
46-74
75- end

A

B

A'
Coda

G Major
DMajor
GMajor
G Major

Text and Translation:
Let thy hand be strengthened and thy right hand be exalted.

Vivaldi's Gloria RV 589
1. Gloria in excelsis Deo
Antonio Vivaldi
(1678-1741)

SATB Chorus, Oboe, Trumpet, 2 violins, viola, continno
Composer:
Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741) was a Venetian born composer, who initially was not
planning to pursue music as a career. His father was a violinist at St. Marks in Venice and
Vivaldi knew violin well-enough to substitute for him when needed. Vivaldi's education led him
to be ordained into the priesthood in March 1703.41 Due to his red hair, he was nicknamed "il

prete rosso," which translates as "the red haired priest."
Shortly after being ordained, Vivaldi obtained a music teaching position within the

Ospedale delle Pieta, an all-girls orphanage where students were trained in music. He spent
much of his career there and eventually reached the coveted position of maestro di capella.

42

However, Vivaldi was frequently absent from his teaching position in order to work on his
operas in Mantua. These absences were long, lasting for a year or more at a time, and as a result
he was eventually let go from his position in 1738.

41
42

43
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Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 217.
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Vivaldi's compositions are numerous and include orchestral works such as The Four

Seasons, as well as forty operas, forty cantatas and motets, three oratorios, one complete mass,
multiple mass movements, thirty psalm settings, and one Magnificat.

44

Composition:
Gloria RV 589 is predominantly pitched in D major and consists of twelve sections
written for chorus and soprano and alto soloists. Gloria is a standard of the choral repertoire
and is often programmed during the Christmas season, for its celebratory text fits well with the
celebration of Cln·ist's birth. Its level of difficulty makes it accessible to many high school and
amateur choirs. This major work presents some of the most standard features found in orchestral
accompanied Baroque choral repertoire. In it, one can find instances of instrumental ritornello,
fugal writing, and broad choral homophonic features.

In the first movement, Gloria, Vivaldi uses two instrumental figures to help characterize
the movement. One is a sixteenth note obbligato figure in thirds, and another is a rhythmic
motive of repeated D's. Vivaldi alternates these figures in the opening ritornello to help build
contrast and tension leading up to the initial choral entrance. Elements of these figures are
continued throughout the entire piece and lend to a feeling of perpetual forward motion.

Historical Perspective
Vivaldi's Gloria was composed around the year 1715, for the all-female choir of the

Ospedale della Pieta. 45 The Gloria lay undiscovered for two centuries after Vivaldi's death. It
was not until the 1920's that it was discovered, and not until 1957 that the current version was
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19, 2017).
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published and performed at the First Festival of Baroque Choral Music at Brooklyn College,

NY.•6
Technical Consideration:

The technical considerations for the voice parts are limited in this piece. This is most
likely due to the fact that it was intended for younger music students and needed to be vocally
accessible for the developing voice. The vocal range in the SATB anangement avoids the
extremes of vocal ranges, and largely falls within each voice part's "comfort zone." Intonation is
always an area of concern, and sopranos should be aware of their pitch accuracy in the arching
phrases of"in excelsis Deo." Practicing these phrases using solfege in a lower tessitura may
help in pitch awareness in the upper tessitura. As the line descends, the pitch should not go flat.
Instructing sopranos to slowly point upwards as they sing these descending passages may help.
Rhythmic accuracy should be stressed throughout this movement. The numerous dotted
rhythms give the movement it joyous nature. The more marcato and accurately choirs sing these
rhytluns, the more pronounced this feeling will be. A constant eighth note subdivision should be
emphasized. Exercises that emphasize awareness of subdivision used in warm-ups would be a
great tool for retention and application of this concept.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:

Vivaldi nses instances of text painting within Gloria. For example, toward the end of the
A section as the music is transitioning into b minor, Vivaldi has the sopranos climbing stepwise
with each statement of "Gloria" (gl01y). This could either be provided as showing the praises
by humankind reaching toward heavens, or the efforts of humankind to someday join God in
heaven.

46

Ibid.
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In much of the B section, the harmonic rhythm stagnates and Vivaldi draws attention to
the alto and tenor lines through the use of suspensions. Both of these voice paiis should

crescendo through the suspensions and release as the resolution occurs. In general, individual
parts should grow tlu·ough sustained pitches to add interest.
When executing the text, choirs should be precise with the diction. A hard "g" sound, or
even a soft "k" sound at the beginning of"gloria," will add a percussive effect and will also aid
in rhythmic accuracy. Additionally, choirs should be aware of the "r" in "Gloria," and execute
it appropriately. The "r" should be "flipped," and if individuals are incapable of doing this, it
can be substituted with a faint "d" sound (glaw-dia). Also, the "o" would be easily blended if
singers approached it as "AW." Lastly, American choirs should be vigilant to sing all "i" vowels
with a long "ee" sound
Form and Structure:

The form of Gloria is Intro, ABA' Coda.
SECTION
Introduction
A
B

A'
Coda

MEASURE
1-15
16-35
36-55
56-67
67-end

EVENT AND SCORING
D Major
D Major- b minor
b minor- A Major
D Major
D Major

Text and Translation:

The text of Gloria comes from the Ordinary of the Mass, and is in Latin:

"Gloria in excelsis Dea"
Glory to God in the highest!

Requiem K626: Lacrimosa
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791)

24
SATB solos, SATB chorus, two basset horns, two bassoons, two trumpets, three trombones,
timpani, strings, and organ
Composer:
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) was a prolific and gifted Austrian composer.
Born in Salzburg in 1756, it was not long until Mozart was recognized as a musical child
prodigy. By the age of five, Mozart was composing and playing harpsichord; from the ages of
six to fifteen Mozart traveled throughout Europe with his father. 47 In his travels, Moza1i
presented his own compositions and musical skills in the courts of the nobility.

48

As a child

prodigy, Mozart's aural skills were highly advanced. At the age of twelve, after having listened
to Miserere by Gregorio Allegri during a Lenten serviced at the Sistine Chapel, Mozaii
transcribed it perfectly. 49
When Mozart was sixteen, he sought employment in Salzburg and was appointed the
position of Konzertmeister of the Salzburg court under Archbishop Colloredo.

50

By the age of

21 Mozait had grown dissatisfied with his position and left it to seek a more well-paying
position. However, after failing to find another employer, Mozart returned to Salzburg as the
court organist with a higher salary .51
In 1787, Mozart had left Salzburg to earn a living in Vienna by teaching, and presenting
his compositions to various patrons; one the most well known being Baron Gottfried van
Swieten. 52 In the last few years of his life, Mozaii spent his time composing and traveling
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Europe. It was after a brief illness during a visit to Prague that Mozart died at the early age of 36
in 1791.

Composition:
Mozart composed Requiem K626 in 1791; only a few months prior to his death. He was
commissioned to write it by Count Walsegg-Stuppach, who is speculated to have tried to pass it
as his own work. 53 Unlike the Proper of the Mass, the Missa pro defunctis, or Mass for the Dead
excludes the Gloria and Credo movements due to their more joyful texts.
Other composer's settings of Missa pro defunctis tend to present death through a
foreboding and judgmental lens; Mozart's Requiem approaches death with a "cool and friendly
attitude," which is said to reflect Mozart's own Masonic influences.

54

Musically, Mozart affects

the mood of his Requiem by reducing the size of the orchestra and excluding the upper
woodwinds. 55 By eliminating the color of the upper winds, Mozart creates a more somber mood
through his orchestration.
Mozart died before the completion of the Requiem, having only completed the Itroitus,
and leaving sketches of the voice parts and a figured bass line for the Kyrie, most of the Dies
Jrae, and part of the Ojfertorium. Mozart had only completed eight measures of the Lacrimosa.

56

Unlike the portrayal of events in the award-winning movie, Amadeus, Antonio Salieri, the
supposed Mozait rival, did not finish the Requiem. Rather it was Franz Jakob Freystadtler and
Franz Xaver Siissmayr who complete the orchestration for the Kyrie and presented it to Mozart's
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wife at a memorial service five day's after the composer's death. 57 Later, Mozart's wife gave the
score to Joseph Eybler, a composer and friend, who orchestrated the Dies Irae.

58

Finally, Franz

Siissmayr completed the remainder of the Requiem based on Mozart's sketches; as well as his
•
59
own spec1"fi,cations.

Technical Consideration:
From a conductor's perspective, Lacrimosa should be approached with a sense of
unhuJTied weightiness to each beat. With the 12/8 meter, maintaining a constant internal
subdivision of the eighth note pulse will help to prevent this piece from unintentionally
increasing in tempo.
th

In the choral entrance, sopranos must be mindful of the ascending leap of a minor 6

from A4 to F5. Maintaining a tall "AH" vowel and connecting the breath with diaphragmatic
support will ensure a focused sound and tone color in this opening passage. Later, in measures 7
and 8 the voices are reaching the peak of a chromatically ascending passage. Sopranos should be
made aware of the tuning of half steps in their upper tessitura as they chromatically ascend to an
AS. In warm-ups, directors could do half-step tuning exercises that would benefit the choir as a
whole, not only for Lacrimosa, but in other pieces as well.
As the piece progresses, the individual voice parts abandon their mostly stepwise
movement for a series of leaps. Besides rehearsing parts individually, directors could support
this section with instruction on intervals and singing them in tune; both ascending and
descending. Altos in particular have leaps that may be out of tune if not sung with awareness
and proper breath support. For example, in measure 10 the altos sing a descending tritone from a
57
58
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G4 to a C#4. This C# is crucial to the quality of the chord, and if under pitch might make the
written A major chord sound minor. In measures 11-14, the bass part contains a sequence
consisting mostly of octave leaps. This is another instance where tuning is crucial and should be
enforced through regular ear-training exercises.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:

Lacrimosa, meaning "weeping," is filled with text painting and motifs that embody a
sense of grief. Beginning with the two measure instrumental introduction, Mozart composed a
two note eighth note motif in the violins that always occurs on the off beats of the measure. This
"weeping" motif occurs throughout the entire piece.
In measure 5 the voice parts begin a stepwise ascending passage on the text "qua

resurget exfavilla, "(When from the ashes shall arise). This is text painting due to the rising
pitch with each word. Then, in measures 7 and 8 the sopranos continue the stepwise ascension
of pitch with the text "Judicandus homo reus, "(The guilty man to be judged). This text occurs
with the peak of the phrase both in terms of tension and in pitch. Text painting is evident here,
for it depicts mankind slowly rising from the dust and going up before God to be judged.
The mood of the piece changes in measure 15 with the text "Huie ergo parce, Deus, "
(Therefore spare him, 0 God). The voice parts are no longer moving by leaps; but rather, are
singing repeated pitches that move by step when they change pitch. This section signifies
mankind imploring God to be merciful in his judgment.
Finally, the leaps within the voice parts return with the final section of text, "Dona eis

requiem, " (Grant them eternal rest). Although the text speaks of eternal rest, the music has
returned to its turbulent depiction of grief. This is as if the listener is to be reminded that only
God can grant eternal rest, and that mankind may pray as much as he wants but it is God's
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ultimate judgment that decides fate. The final "Amen" ends calmly on a D major chord, using a
picardy third. This conclusion on a major chord in a piece predominantly written in a minor key
signifies mankind's acceptance of God's judgment, or at least faith in his mercifulness.

Form and Strnctnre:
Lacrimosa is in ABA fon11 with a brief two measure instrumental introduction.
Text and Translation:
Lacrimosa dies ilia
Qua resurget ex favilla
Judicandus homo reus.
Huie ergo parce, Deus:
Pie Jesu Domine,
Dona eis requiem. Amen.

Full of tears will be that day
When from the ashes shall arise
The guilty man to be judged;
Therefore spare him, 0 God,
Merciful Lord Jesus,
Grant them eternal rest. Amen.

Cltristus am Olberge: Hallelujah
Ludwig van Beethoven
(December 1770- March 261827)
SATB, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani,
strings
Composer:
Ludwig von Beethoven (1770-1827) was a German classical composer, known mostly for
his instrumental compositions. Born in Bonn Germany in 1770, Beethoven was exposed to
music at an early age through his grandfather and father who both sang in the Electoral Chapel
choir. When he was fairly young, Beethoven's mother died, and due to his father's alcoholism,
Beethoven was left to raise his two younger brothers. 60 In addition to raising his siblings,
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Beethoven was active in the Electoral chapel as an organist and found ways to maintain his
professional responsibilities despite his challenges at home. 61
Beethoven was largely self-educated in music composition. In his early career,
Beethoven took a lessons from a number of well-known composers such as Haydn and Salieri;
he even met Mozart but never took lessons from him. 62 As an adult, Beethoven moved to
Vienna and quickly became known as a leading composer and skilled pianist. However,
Beethoven was once again met with adversity in his life with the onset of deafness in 1802.

63

Despite this difficulty, he once again overcame his obstacles through sheer resolve and continued
to compose.
By 1808, Beethoven was uo longer playing piano as a soloist, but continued composing
until his death in 1827. 64 At the time of his passing he was mourned as one of the greatest
composers of his era, and to this day is held as one of the supreme masters of composition.

65

Composition:
Christus am Olberge is an oratorio that depicts the New Testament text of Christ on the

Mount of Olives. It is divided into six movements and each movement, except the last, begins
with a solo recitative. The final movement, Hallelujah, is a simple text of praise.
Christus am Olberge was Beethoven's only attempt at writing an oratorio; it was his first

dramatic vocal composition. He composed it within a period of two weeks in 1803, shortly after
he issued the Heiligenstadt Testament, the famous letter that Beethoven wrote to his brothers that
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detailed his despair at the Joss of his hearing, as well as his desire to overcome his obstacles.

66

Due to when it was written, scholars consider Chris/us am Glberge to be a part of Beethoven's
"Heroic" period of composition. This period began with Beethoven's deafness crisis in 1801 and
included the writing of his third symphony Eroica in I 803-1804. 67. Beethoven scholars have
drawn parallels between the heroics of dramatic song and the stoicism of isolation and silence
that Beethoven was beginning to face with the onset of his deafness.

68

The oratorio was premiered during holy week in 1803 and was met with mixed reviews.
This left the composer unsatisfied with the composition. When it was published in 1811,
Beethoven wrote,
It was my first work in that style and, moreover, an early work; it was written in a
fortnight during all kinds of disturbances and other unpleasant and distressing
events in my life. 69

Historical Perspective:
While a performance of the oratorio as a whole is rare, the Hallelujah continues to be
performed throughout the world by amateur and professional choirs alike. It seems as if this
trend of only performing the Hallelujah began around the time of Beethoven's death. In order to
raise funds for a grave monument for Beethoven, an ensemble known as Concerts spiriluels
performed a benefit concert on May 3, 1827. To conclude this conce1i, the ensemble performed
the Hallelujah from Beethoven's oratorio.
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Technical Consideration:
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Two issues dominate the technical aspects of this piece: range and vocal flexibility.
Beethoven is notorious for setting high demands on the soprano voice; this piece is no exception.
From the beginning of the tutti entrance, the sopranos are set singing repeated high F's at aforte
dynamic level.

Later, sopranos have a descending leap of a major 611' from a AS to a C5, which

has the potential to lack center. Toward the end of the movement, sopranos remain in this higher
tessitura. There are few moments of rest; Beethoven sets multiple fanfare-like rhythms with a
dotted quarter note eight note pattern, as well as repeated pitches on quarter notes. It is as if the
choir is emulating a group of herald trumpets in the end of the piece. In rehearsals, directors
should be mindful of the potential for vocal strain due to the higher tessitura. When planning
rehearsals and concerts, it would be better to plan on singing this piece earlier, rather than later
when the voice is fatigued.
The B section of the piece becomes vigorous in tempo which demands vocal agility from
all parts. Good breath support and textual emphasis on beat one of each melismatic passage will
aid the singer in executing these more difficult sections. Measure 62 is an area of concern for
tenors as they quickly extend to a 04. Tenors should focus on the downbeat of measure 63 as
the peak of their line and use their breath and momentum to propel them to the downbeat.
Beethoven makes frequent use of melismatic passages toward the end of the piece beginning in
measure 87. There are instances where all four voice paits are involved in these passages and
should be an area of rehearsal focus in terms of rhythmic and pitch accuracy. One method of
rehearsal may be to have all voices sing the alto part beginning in measure 96. The rhythm and
tonal structure of the alto line is similar to all of the others, and would make for a simple transfer
to individual voice parts. Another rehearsal strategy would be for singers to count-sing the
individual parts.
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Other considerations should be the precision of all dotted rhythms. In the opening choral
fanfares of "Hallelujah," singers should be instructed to feel the 16th note subdivisions in the
dotted eighth notes and the eighth note subdivision in the dotted qua1ier notes. This could be
accomplished through lightly tapping the microbeats while singing. Additionally, tuning is a
concern in all unison octave sections such as in measure 16 with the descending C major chord.

Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:
Since Beethoven was predominantly an instrumental composer, it is no surprise that this
fanfare-like movement from the oratorio comes across as having been instrumentally conceived.
In the introduction, the homophonic choral statements of"Hallelujah" shonld be marked and
sung in an unhurried manner with extreme precision. Textual emphasis should be given to first
and third syllables of"Hallelujah". When performing this piece in English, words that should
receive textual emphasis are "God," "Praise," "Lord," "holy", "Man," and, "glory." In the 2/2
section, each voice part should emphasize each entrance on the new statement of "Praise the
Lord." After these entrances, voice parts should only be emphasized tln·ough dynamic growth
when they have melismatic lines. This requires awareness of the piece as a whole from the
ensemble so that individuals singing quarier notes are not dominating the more delicate eighth
note passages. In instances such as measure 59 where the sopranos have a suspension, there
should be a slight crescendo leading into the resolution of that suspension.
With the beginning of the C section, all voices should enter at a piano dynamic level to
draw contrast to the rest of the piece. This polyphonic section is an instance of text painting,
using the text "Man proclaim his grace and glory." Each vocal entrance begins quietly on a
fairly low pitch and eventually reaches upward in tessiturae. This symbolizes the praises of men
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down on Earth reaching upward into the heavens to praise the Lord, which is emphasized
through the imitative polyphony beginning in the lowest voices and ending with the sopranos.
Form and Structure:

SECTION
Introduction
A
B
C
Coda

MEASURE
1-7
8-18
19-68
69-129
130-end

EVENT AND SCORING
C Major
C Major
G Major
C Major
C Major

Text and Translation:

Hallelujah, Hallelujah,
Unto God's Almighty Son.
Praise the Lord,
Ye bright angelic choirs in holy songs of joy.
Man proclaim His grace and glory,
Hallelujah, unto God's Almighty Son.
Praise the Lord in holy songs of joy.

Abendlied
Joseph Rbeinberger
(1839-1901)
SSATTB a cape/la
Composer:

Josef Rheinberger (1839-1901) was a late Romantic era composer who is mostly known
for his contributions to accessible music for church choirs and amateur choral societies.

71

Born

in Vaduz, Liechtenstein, Rheinberger showed an exceptional talent for music at a young age.
He went to study piano and harmony in Munich at the age of 12, and by the age of25 he was the
director of the Munich Oratorienverein, an oratorio society. 72 In 1877 he was appointed the
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court Hofkapellmeister by King Ludwig II of Bavaria and became a professor of music at the
Hochschule. 73
Rheinberger was an opponent of the New German School of music composition,
practiced by both Wagner and Liszt. Instead, Rheinberger felt that the Baroque era composers
and style of composition were highly important. He stated,
The modern contrapuntist must emulate the school of Bach, because only that
schooling fashions and tempers the possibilities of musical combination in such a
way that the strength of counterpoint makes every idea even, norm free, and
unconstrained. 74
Rheinberger' s music is far from the contrapuntal complexities of Bach, as it relies heavily
on homophonic textures. He believed that the purpose of music was to express the language of
"feeling," which he felt was disrupted by attention to specific words. 75
Composition:

Abendlied op. 69 no. 3 is one of the most performed motets by Rheinberger. While the
title translates to "Evening song," the piece is indeed a motet due to the biblical source of the
text, Luke 24: 29, used in the piece. Composed in 1855, it is in the neo-Renaissance style.

76

Rheinberger creates contrast within the motet by alternating passages of imitative polyphony
with passages of homophony. The piece opens in the key ofF major in homophony, with the
SSA and TTB acting like a double choir in the first five measures. From there, the choir breaks
off into passages of imitative polyphony led by the basses. The A section ends in measure 18 on
a D major chord, which acts as a pivot chord into the new key of g minor. By far, the B section
is the most active in its use of imitative polyphony, and is in contrast to the A section by way of
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its key, text, and compositional style. Eventually, in measure 28 the motet returns to the initial
key of F major as well as the text of the A section. The motet ends similarly to how it began in
the key ofF major with a homophonic texture.

Technical Consideration:

In terms of vocal range, this motet is limited in its use of extremes. This combined with
the opportunities to explore vowel unification and choral blend make it a highly accessible piece
for more advanced high school choirs and honors ensembles. Through all ascending lines, each
voice part should grow in dynamic intensity, easing as the line descends. This affect is important
throughout the polyphonic sections because it establishes the independence of each voice part.
Each ascending statement of "denn es will abend" (for it is becoming evening) should be
executed so that the pitch does not lose vitality. In measure 15 the altos should get their pitch
from the basses, who sing the alto's E-flat on beat one of the same measure. Likewise, the
Soprano II should listen to the basses and altos for their E-flat on beat 3.
In the Soprano I part at measure 19, directors should be aware of the pitch's potential to
Jose its vitality with the repeated "D's" followed by the descending leap of a perfect 5t11_ With
the following imitative polyphony, all voices should strive to maintain accurate pitch as the
general shape of the vocal lines continue in their descending patterns. As the B section
develops, each voice part should be conscious of how it's part relates to those of others. On
longer pitches individuals should try to grow or shape their note by means of a crescendo.
Additionally, whenever a particular part contains eighth notes or dotted quaiter notes, these
pitches should be brought out in the texture. A point of concern in the soprano I part comes in
measure 39 with the subito piano on a F5. In order to avoid intonation issues, singers should
sing "O" almost like "AW," or as open as possible without the diphthong and a raised palette.
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Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:

Understanding Rheinberger's belief in the "feeling" of music versus the image1y of text
is key to the appropriate stylistic execution of this piece. The opening homophonic statements
by both the women's and men's voices should impart a feeling of calmness and serenity. From
there, the following phrases should have direction by building in dynamic intensity to the word

"Abend" (evening), and immediately easing that intensity through the remainder of the phrase.
The word "werden, " should be treated as a secondary emphasis in the phrase, which should
receive syllabic stress on the first syllable and taper with the second syllable.
The B section is in contrast to the A section in many ways, including its mood. The text
is describing the day coming to an end, which Rheinberger pairs with the new key of g minor.
The polyphonic entrances are much closer together and more frequent, resulting in an agitated
feeling. Once again, each of these entrances should be emphasized. The second syllable of

"geneiget" should receive textual emphasis in these phrases. It is as if the listener is
contemplating the fast approaching darkness, and is dreading it with each passing moment.
However, the approach ofF major and the return of the A' section gives an uplifting feeling to
the piece, almost as if Rheinberger wants his audiences to feel spiritually uplifted by the presence
of Christ. In relation to the text, this moment in the piece refers to the absence of Jesus through
his death, but with his resurrection people are once again given hope and serenity.
As the A' section returns, it is seamlessly woven into the fading B section and each voice
part begins a polyphonic cascade of sound as the end of the piece approaches. Once again, each
entrance of"O bleib bei uns," should receive a slight crescendo, and build overall to the final
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hornophonic statement of the text. In the penultimate measure, the Soprano II lower neighbor
tone and Tenor I passing tone should be emphasized.

Form and Structure:
Abend/ied is in ABA form.
SECTION
A
B

A'

MEASURE
1-18
19-28
28-end

EVENT AND SCORING
F Major
g minor
F Major

Text and Translation:
The text of Abendlied is in German and comes from Luke 24:29. In this potiion of the
gospel of Luke, two of the disciples are walking to Emmaus on the third day after Jesus'
crucifixion. Jesus who is now risen is walking with them, but they are kept from recognizing
Hirn. They reach their village and Jesus acts as if to continue on without them, but they ask for
him to stay with them for it is becoming evening. He agrees and breaks bread at their table, at
which point they see Him for who He truly is.

"Bleib bei uns, denn es will Abend werden, und der Tag hat sich geneiget."
"Stay with us, for it is becoming evening; and the day is coming to an end. "

Locus Iste
Anton Bruckner
(4 September 1824- 11 October 1896)
Composer:
Anton Bruckner (4 September 1824- 11 October 1896) was an Austrian composer of the
Romantic era. Born in the small town of Ansfelden, Austria, Bruckner was the eldest of 11
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children, of which only 5 survived early childhood. 77 Bruckner's father was a school teacher and
organist, and therefore his son's earliest exposure to music. When Bruckner was 12 his father
passed away, and Bruckner was sent to be a chorister at the monastery of St. Florian. This would
have been considered an act of kindness by the monastery since Bruckner's voice would soon be
changing. 78
By the age of 21, after having studied to be a school teacher, Bruckner was appointed to a
teaching position at St. Florian's. He remained there as a teacher and organist for 10 years.

79

From the age of 31 to 44, Bruckner's life was filled with intense musical studies and a continuing
search for career advancement. His credentials included being the principal organist at the Linz
Cathedral, and receiving a diploma from the Vienna Conservato1y by the age of37.

80

However,

Bruckner was plagued with insum1otmtable self-doubt and lack of confidence, which likely
caused him to continuously revise his compositions. 81 His obsession over details likely
contributed to his nervous breakdown in 1867, which was cured by spending three months in a
sanatorium. Today, it is assumed that he suffered from numeromania, a compulsive urge to
count objects for no apparent reason. 82
Many of Bruckner's compositions reflect the earlier Renaissance style, however this was
strictly a result of Bruckner's life experience of working in the conservative Catholic setting.

Composition:
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Written in 1869, Locus Jste is a motet in the Renaissance style for a cape/la SATB
chorus. It was composed to commemorate the opening of a church in Linz, Austria. Most of
Bruckner's motets were written while he was employed by St. Florian's, and therefore most
likely was used within the church services. 84 Locus Jste has become a choral staple in Europe
and America, and has become a piece that is traditionally used for church dedications.

Technical Consideration:
Technical considerations for Locus lste are focused mainly on tessitura and tuning.
Sopranos face the most challenges in regard to tessitura. In measure 9, Sopranos are to sing an
F5 at a piano dynamic level. This is accomplished through an [a] vowel, which makes singing
the phrase in tune more of a probability.
While the alto part is not technically demanding, there are instances of repeated pitches
and stepwise movement that may cause intonation issues. On repeated pitches, altos should be
instructed to think of each subsequent note as slightly higher in pitch so as to not fall below the
pitch. Also, directors should highlight the different instances of stepwise movement and point
out if these are steps by m2 or M2. The choir as whole would be able to prepare for this in
warm-ups through exercises that emphasize tuning in half-steps, snch as singing chromatic scales
slowly to focus on intonation.
In general, the basses are the foundation of tuning for the choir and therefore need to be
extra vigilant in regards to intonation. In measures 17-19, the basses will need vocal flexibility
in order to move from a C3 to a C4 and then immediately back to a C3. This can be aided with a
gesture from the director to mimic the octave leap, or some sort of motion performed by the
basses to act as a physical representation of the movement. Toward the end of the motet in
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measure 40 the basses sing a descending tritone from a G3 to a C#3. Exercises in warm-ups that
focus on the tuning of various intervals would be easily transferable to this passage for the
basses.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:

The text of this motet should guide a director's stylistic considerations when preparing
for performance. With the meter being 4/4, the words that receive textual emphasis typically fall
on beats one aud tlll'ee. Words of primary textual importance include "Dea" (God), "factus"
(made), and "sacramentum" (sacrament). The aforementioned words mostly fall on the
strongest beats of each measure and should always receive emphases when sung. One exception
is in measure 10 where "Dea" falls on beat 2; creating an instance of seeming syncopation. The
word "sacramentum" should receive emphasis on the second syllable "men", since that syllable
receives the syllabic stress. Bruckner appropriately set the text so that this syllable falls on beat
one. Bruckner clearly understood Latin diction and what portion of a word should receive
syllabic emphasis.
Dynamic contrast and shaping is a key element of Locus Iste. The opening text set at a

piano dynamic level lends a sense of reverence that is reflected by the text; "locus iste a Dea
factus est" (this place was made by God). By the second phrase, the dynamic level is indicated
at a forte level, only to be immediately followed by a plll'ase at a piano level. This effective use
of dynamic contrast is distinctive to this motet; directors should make the most of all dynamic
contrasts.
In the B section, the arcing ascending plll'ases that occur on the text "sacramentum"
imitate the vaulted ceiling of a cathedral, as well as the loftiness of heaven. Directors should
show this "arc" within the gesture. The more dramatic this section, the greater the contrast will
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be with the pianissimo C section and the text "irreprehensibilis est" (it is without reproach.) In
all, this piece gives the listener a sense of profound holiness. It is designed to make full use of
the acoustics of a church.
In the end of the motet, Bruckner uses suspensions, two cesuras, and a full measure of
rest to build tension, only to resolve the motet on a C major chord with an imperfect authentic
cadence. Directors should highlight these suspensions for their singers and instruct them to
crescendo through them to the resolution. For example, in the third measure from the end the
altos are singing a suspension of a C4 that resolves to a B3 in the penultimate measure. Altos
should crescendo through this measure to the B3.
Form and Structure:
The form of Locus Iste is ABCA, with the "Locus iste a Dea factus est" text occurring in
the beginning as well as at the end of the piece in the original key. The B section is devoted to
the text "inaestimabile sacramentum,"and is marked by a temporary departure from C major tog
minor. The C section is transitional in harmonic structure and is devoted to the text
"irreprehensibilis est."
Text and Translation:
The text source of Locus Jste is biblical, with a combination of text from Genesis 28: 16
and Exodus 3:5.

Locus iste a Dea factus est,
Inaestimabile sacramentum,
Irreprehensibilis est.

This place was made by God,
a priceless sacrament;
it is without reproach.

This Little Babe
Benjamin Britten
(Nov. 22, 1913-Dec.4, 1976)
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Composer:

Benjamin Britten (Nov. 22, 1913-Dec.4, 1976) was a prolific 20th century British
composer, pianist, and conductor. As was the case with many great composers, Britten's musical
education began when he was fairly young. His musical studies were largely encouraged by his
mother, who herself was both a pianist and singer. By the age of 14, Britten already had written
over I 00 pieces. 85
Britten's official music training occurred primarily at the Royal College of Music, where
he studied composition with John Ireland. It was during his studies that Britten developed an
affinity for a capella choral music. 86 In all, Britten composed 40 choral works, ranging from
large scale orchestral/choral compositions to piano accompanied part-songs, and liturgical
Anthems for the Anglican church. The most important of these is the War Reqiuem (1962),
based on World War I, which critics and historians believe places Britten among the ranks of
Bach and Braluns in terms of compositional prowess. 87 Other compositions include Ceremony of
Carols (1949), Rejoice in the Lamb (1943), and Spring Symphony (1949). Of his orchestral
works, his Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra (1945) is to this day a widely used piece for
introducing the instrument families to young children.
In 1973, Britten suffered a stroke while having an operation to repair a weakened heart
valve. His health continued to decline through the three remaining years of his life. After his
death in 1976, he was posthumously awarded England's highest honor; Life Peer, with the title
of Baron Britten of Aldeburgh. 88
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Composition:
Britten began composing Ceremony of Carols Op. 28 in 1942, while aboard a Swedish
cargo ship that was bound for England. The voyage took nearly a month due to German
submarine activity in the Atlantic Ocean. Britten was most likely bored and decided to compose
to pass the long hours at sea. Ceremony ofCarols was inspired by a book of English poetry from
the 15 th and 16th centuries. It is scored for treble voices and harp; Britten had been studying the
harp because of his intent to compose a harp concerto. 89

This Little Babe is a dynamic movement from Ceremony of Carols that depicts how the
birth of Christ will destroy the plans of Satan; "This little Babe so few days old-has come to

rifle Satan's fold. " With a tempo marking of Presto con fiwco (quarter note equals 180;
meaning fast with fire, Britten intends for this movement to be fast and fiery. The rapid fire text
of each verse combined with this tempo marking and the key of e-flat minor, the key of utmost
despair, make this movement a dramatic close to the first half of Ceremony ofCarols.
Additionally, the imagery of a meek baby combined with images attributed to wai-- shields,
battering shots, and arrows --are so contrary to each other that the impression on the listener
should be profoundly striking.

Technical Consideration:
The rapid tempo, combined with the wordiness of the text mentioned previously, make
this piece a challenge; however, it is a worthwhile challenge even for middle school directors.
When teaching this piece, it would be best to begin with the first verse, mm. 4-17, and spend the
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rehearsal time going over intervallic accuracy. The remainder of the piece is mostly identical to
this first verse; meaning that incorrectly learned pitches will prove problematic as the piece
continues. Singers should rehearse measure 8 with awareness when singing the descending
pattern on Eb5-Bb4-Eb4, as thhere is great potential for the Bb4 to be under pitch due to lack of
breath support. Also, it is especially crucial that measure 15 and 16 are be sung in tune. In these
measures Britten moves the tonal center from e-flat minor to F major. When rehearsing this
passage, it would be helpful to use solfege (do mi re do) to highlight the temporary departure
from the key.
The two subsequent verses would be best learned if treated as a round set one quarter
note apart in time. The second verse is essentially a two-part round, whereas the third verse is a
three-part round. In the third verse the text becomes cacophonous, due to its setting as a threepart round, and is the most war-like in its presentation; "the angel's trumps a/arum sound."
By the fourth verse, Britten changes the character of the piece from chaotic to fiercely
triumphant. The treble voices abandon their round-like structure for a more traditional
homophonic texture. Britten uses multiple ascending phrases to build the dramatic essence of
the piece, which results in multiple leaps. In measure 55, the altos sing a descending octave leap
from Eb5 to Eb4, followed by an ascending leap to Ab4. This three note passage occurs quickly,
but is a point of concern regarding pitch accuracy. Directors should rehearse this slowly;
possibly using solfege to support the intervallic accuracy.
The ending of the movement brings a dramatic crescendo that leaves singers sustaining
an Eb major chord on the word "Boy." American choirs need to be mindful of the diphthong
commonly applied to this word. Instead, choirs should approach this word with an "Aw" sound
in mind for the vowel.
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Stylistic Considerations and Mnsical Elements:

In order for This Little Babe to be effective, performers must execute each phrase with
crisp diction and marcato articulation. Britten has marked words of textual emphasis with a

tenuto marking. Therefore, words like "Babe," "old", "rifle", and "Satan" should receive textual
emphasis within the phrase.
The first three verses of the piece are indicated at aforte dynamic level. By the end of
the third verse Britten writes a crescendo with the text "alarum sound. " From this point to the
end of the movement the dynamic level is set atfortissimo; matching the ferocity of the text (my

soul with Christ join thou infight, and part writing. The final 12 measures of the movement are
assigned the performance indication of con slancio (with enthusiasm).
Form and Structure:

The form of This Little Babe is AA'A"B.
Text and Translation:

The text of This Little Babe is from a poem by the English poet, Robert Southwell (15611595).

This little Babe so few days old,
Is come to rifle Satan's fold;
All hell doth at this presence quake,
Though he himself for cold do shake;
For in this weak unarmed wise
The gates of hell he will surprise
With tears he fights and wins the field,
His naked breast stands for a shield;
His battering shot are babish cries,
His arrows, looks of weeping eyes,
His martial ensigns, Cold and Need,
And feeble Flesh, his warrior's steed.
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The Little Birch Tree
Traditional Russian Folk Tune
Arranged by Mary Goetze
(b. 1943)

Unison, piano and optional flute accompaniment
Arranger:

Mary Goetze (b.1943) is an American music educator and choral arranger, who
specializes in early childhood music education and children's choirs. She was born in
Warrensburg, Missouri, and has numerous years of experience as a music educator in the Indiana
public school system. While teaching at the Jacobs School of Music oflndiana University, she
received her Ph.D. in Music Education from the University of Colorado in 1985. She has been
an associate professor at Indiana University since 1989. 90 During her tenure at Indiana
University, Dr. Goetze founded the General Studies program as well as two choral programs that
continued after her retirement in 2007 .91 The choral groups that she founded are the
International Vocal Ensemble, and the University Children's Choir. To this day, Dr. Goetze
remains an active clinician, composer, and researcher.
Composition:

The Little Birch Tree is a popular Russian folk tune that depicts the importance of the
birch tree and folk instruments within Russian culture. The tune itself was the main theme of the
fourth movement of Tchaikovsky's fomth symphony. Throughout the piece, the phrases mostly
descend in a sigh motif, with a few ascending passages for contrast. This, combined with the key
of e minor lends a contemplative and reminiscent feel to the piece, almost as if the singer is
longing for simpler times brought on by the serenity and beauty of music and nature.
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In the third verse, the piano imitates the strumming of a balalaika with an octave tremolo
in the right hand. Later, in the 41h verse the piano is entirely independent of the voice part, and
imitates an instrumental ensemble accompanying a singer. Between the text and the artful
an-anging of the accompaniment in imitation of a balalaika, the listener has no choice but to be
immersed in the feeling and sounds of Russian folk music traditions.
Technical Consideration:
Technical considerations for this piece include intonation, clarity of diction, and dynamic
contrast. Many of the plu·ases are descending, and therefore have the potential to flatten in pitch.
When the phrase leaps from a low do to sol, directors should caution singers about being under
pitch on their return to sol. A good rehearsal strategy would be to have singers point toward the
ceiling when they perform this leap, or some type of motion to accentuate the need of breath
support; creating a physical representation of the placement of the pitch. In the second phrase of
the tune when the pitch leaps from sol to te, the same attention should be given to pitch accuracy.
The text of this piece may not be familiar audience members, so the English text should
be enunciated with clarity and precision. All consonants should receive emphasis, especially in
words like "balalaika," which are uncommon in colloquial English.
Lastly, dynamic contrast is critical to this piece. The first verse should be piano, with
room to shape phrases such as "loo Ii loo." The nonsense words, "loo Ii loo" should begin softly
and crescendo tlu·ough the final loo; followed immediately by a decrescendo. As the piece nears
its conclusion, the choir should be at a mezzo forte dynamic while the piano is only at a piano
dynamic level. Younger choirs need to be made aware of this difference due to their tendency to
follow the dynamics of the accompanying instrument.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:
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Each phrase of this folk tune should be treated as if building and relaxing tension. This is
accomplished through awareness of textual emphasis and dynamic contrast. In the first two
phrases of each verse, the peak of the phrase occurs on the first beat of the second measure, or fa.
This does not give a lot of time to build tension, but if it is attempted it will elevate the stylistic
quality needed for an accurate performance. In the phrases that contain "loo Ii loo," the voices
are imitating the sound of the wind dancing in the leaves of the birch tree. Singers should
crescendo through the nonsense syllables (loo Ji loo), and immediately decrescendo after the
final "loo." This will add interest for the audience, and will enhance the musical experience for
any young choir.
Form:

The form of The Little Birch Tree is a four-part strophic form (AAA'A"), with slight
differences occuning in the accompaniment on different verses. The key of the entire piece is e
minor.
Text:
See the little birch in the meadow,
See the leaves a dancing when the wind blows,
Loo Ii loo, when the wind blows.

From the little tree take three branches,
Make three silver flutes from silver branches,
Loo Ji loo, silver branches.
From a branch I'll carve a balalaika,
With the flutes I'll play my balalaika,
Loo Ii loo, balalaika.
As I play my tingling balalaika,
I' II remember you my little birch tree,
Loo Ji loo, little birch tree.

Magical Kingdom
John Rutter
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(b. 1945)
SA/Piano,
Optional Orchestra accompaniment: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets in Bb, 2 bassoons, 2
horns in F, Percussion (Glockenspiel and bell tree), harp, strings
Oxford University Press
Composer:
John Rutter (b. 1945) was born in London and received his initial music education at the
Highgate school. By 197 5 he was the director of music at Clare College; however, he resigned
from this position in 1979 to found the Cambridge Singers.
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With them, Rutter has recorded

numerous albums of British choral repe1ioire under the Collegium label that he himself founded
in 1984. 93
Rutter remains an active composer, clinician, and guest conductor. His compositions
continue to be performed globally. His unique tonal style is highly accessible to developing
youth and amateur choirs alike, making him one of the most perfonned modern composers.
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Composition:
Rutter published lvfagical Kingdom in 2004 under the Collegium Publications label. It
was a commissioned work for June Ketye, a 2005 recipient of an MBE (Member of the Most
Excellent Order of the British Empire), and founder of the distinguished youth choir, Children's
International Voices of Enfield.

Technical Considerations:
The vocal range is ideal for younger singers and provides numerous opportunities to
explore proper vocal placement and good singing technique. Most of the piece is unison which
is helpful in developing confidence as well as aural skills. In brief sections that are in two-parts,
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Rutter composed with instinctive voice leading that is easily accessible for most children's choirs
developing part independence. Diction is a concern with this piece and clarity of consonants
throughout the piece should be stressed within all rehearsals. Due to the uniqueness of the text,
most audiences will be unfamiliar with it and are at risk of missing the various nuances contained
therein.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:
Magical Kingdom embodies the innocence and energy of early childhood. The

performance directions of"Brightly," and "light and bouncy," emphasize this. The rapid-fire
text mimics the overly excited speech of a child. When rehearsing, the text should be spoken
and lightly tapped in rhythm to separate it from the pitch. This will simplify the learning process
for younger choirs who may be overwhelmed by the complexity of text and syncopated rhythms.
Additionally, the words that fall on the down beats in the mixed meter sections should be
emphasized. This will give the music a lilting drive that once again imitates the exuberance of
childhood excitement. Dynamic contrast is crucial to the essence of this piece and how the
meaning is conveyed to the audience. For example, the piece begins at a mezzo piano dynamic
level with the text "Everyone has their own magical kingdom," and crescendos to a mezzo forte
level for the second stanza, "Everyone has their own magic adventures." This use of dynamic
contrast is representative of a person being shy as they speak of their day dreams; but gaining in
confidence and speaking more boldly of their dreams as the piece goes on. Another example of
effective dynamic contrast occurs with the "There were dragons to slay ... " text. This section is
mezzo forte and energetic, like an excited child. However, with the "that was long ago ... " text,

the music decrescendos as reality sets in and the speaker realizes that daydreams fade as one
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grows up. Softer dynamic levels should be executed with precision so that there is room to grow
and build intensity.

Form and Structure:

Magical Kingdom is in ABA' form

SECTION
A
B
A'

MEASURE
1-58
59-74
75-110

EVENT AND SCORING
E major to G major
E major to Ab major
Ab major

Text:
Everyone has their own magical kingdom,
High on a hilltop and touching the sky;
Somewhere you go when you wish on a rainbow,
Somewhere you can fly.
Everyone has their own magic adventures,
Strange and exciting and scary and new,
Everyone dreams their own magical stories:
Yon could dream them too.
Once upon a time
In the land of make believe,
All the world was young and wishes still came true,
There were dragons to slay, trumpets to play, battles to dream of winning,
And wicked giants to fight, wrongs to put right, life only just beginning.
That was long ago ....

The Seal Lullaby
Eric Whitacre
(b. Jan. 2 1970)
SSA Piano
Composer:
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Eric Whitacre is an American born composer of choral and orchestral music. His
compositions have been performed globally, and his works have found their place within the
core of the modern choral repertoire. 95
Growing up in Nevada, Whitacre's experience with music included playing in his high
school's marching band and enjoying techno-pop. While attending the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, Whitacre became inspired while singing Mozart's Requiem.

96

This newfound

appreciation for Classical music lead him to compose his first choral piece Go, Lovely Rose, in
1990 as a gift for his college choir director, David Weller. 97
Since then, Whitacre went on to receive a degree from Julliard in 1997, and has since
been adding award winning pieces and countless honors and recognitions to his nan1e. Besides
being a sought after guest conductor, clinician, and speaker, Whitacre has been commissioned to
write pieces for the BBC Proms, the London Symphony Orchestra, Chanticleer, and the King's
Singers, among many others. 98 Whitacre's work has also reached the cinema. He worked in
collaboration with Hans Zimmer, a famous cinematic composer, on the 1\fermaid Theme for
Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides.
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Composition:
Eric Whitacre composed The Seal Lullaby in 2007 as a commission for Stephen Schwartz
and the Towne Singers.1°0 However, this was not the true beginning of this piece. Rather,
Whitacre initially composed the main theme of Seal Lullaby on a commission from a film studio
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that was looking to use his music in an animated version of Rudyard Kipling's The White Seat. 101
After Whitacre and his wife, a Grammy winning soprano, recorded the piece and sent it to the
film studio, they waited a long time to hear if it would be accepted. Tired of waiting for a
response, Whitacre contacted the studio only to find that the entire film had been scrapped. !0 2
Today, Seal Lullaby is available for SATB and SSA chorus, as well as a Grade 4 piece
for a small band. Its text and music are woven seamlessly together to create a musical fabric
fitting ofa Disney movie, but just a suitable for an advanced children's choir.
Technical Consideration:
Due to the flowing and legato nature of this piece, singers should focus on singing all
phrases as connected as possible. Often, voice parts have leaps of a fourth or more. In these
instances, singers must sing with a well-supported sound with an engaged diaphragm in order to
prevent any breaks in the line. Work with sirens and exercises that use extensions would be
directly applicable to Seal Lullaby.
The beginning and ending sections of the piece are sung solely on "ooh." Inexperienced
singers will need instruction on how to sing an extended "oo" vowel without the vowel loosing
appropriate color or unification. Instructing singers to sing with the soft palate elevated, as in the
beginning of a yawn, will help to prevent the sound from becoming nasal.
In all, the remainder of the piece is straightforward, with minimal technical difficulties.
There are a few instances where tessitura may prove challenging such as in the Alto part in
measure 31. In this measure, Altos have descended to an F3. Singers must relax the larynx and
resist the temptation to mix any chest voice into the sound in the lower tessitura. The character
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of the piece and the pianissimo dynamic level make any presence of chest voice unacceptable
and stylistically uncharacteristic.
Stylistic Considerations and Musical Elements:

The essence of this piece is the imitation of the sea through the accompaniment, as well
as the voice parts. In the introduction (measures 1-14) the choir sings a series of phrases that
have been purposefully marked by the composer with a crescendo and decrescendo. This is to
imitate the gentle rise and fall of water in the ocean. As the music crescendos, the audience
should feel the pull of water as it forms the crest of a wave; likewise, the decrescendo occurs
with the release of tension, or the breaking of the wave. With the cesura in measure 10, the
listener should experience that brief moment of stillness after a wave has reached its farthest
distance on a beach before it is drawn back into the sea. Just as the sea is always in motion, so
too is the accompaniment; playing legato, with plenty of freedom to relax and build and release
tension through rubato.
As the first verse begins in measure 15, directors should have choirs sing sensitively and
legato at a piano dynamic level. As the alto's add to the choral texture in measure 19, directors

should caution singers to not overly-increase their dynamic level, as the addition to the texture
will create a natural crescendo. Each voice part has a specific importance throughout the verse;
however, the altos are given greater importance in measures 23-31. In this passage, the alto part
is similar to the constant rocking of the sea. Compared to the soprano Us who are similar in
pitch and rhythm to the melodic soprano I part, the altos have a series of quarter note and eighth
note rhythms and pitch patterns that are in directional contrast to the other voice parts.
Form and Structure:
Seal Lullaby is strophic, with an introduction and an extended coda.
Introduction, AA'Coda
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Text and Translation:
Seal Lullaby is a poem written by the English poet and author, Rudyard Kipling (1865-

1936).

Oh! Hush thee, my baby, the night is behind us
And black are the waters that sparkled so green
The moon, o'er the combers, looks downward to find us
At rest in the hollows that rustle between
Where billow meets billow, then soft be thy pillow
Oh weary wee flipperling, curl at thy ease
The storm ...
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